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Contents

1) Introduction to GIS and geodata | Introduction
to GIS software (ArcGIS, QGis). Specificities and 
sources of spatial data. Spatial coordinates, scales, 
geometries and partitions. Georeferencing and 
geocoding. Geoprocessing. Mapping (with ArcGIS).

2) Spatial statistics | Introduction to spatial
statistics. Point processes, spatial clustering, density
maps. Measurement, mapping and interpretation of 
global and local spatial autocorrelation. Exploratory
spatial data analysis with ArcGIS.

GIS interface and basics Geodata sources, 
geometries, problems..

Georeferencing, 
geocoding

Density maps Point patterns Spatial autocorrelation

Open ArcGIS / ArcMap
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Table of 
contents (layers)

‘list by drawing order’ vs. ‘list by source’

Layers’ overlay and symbology

To remove layers: right click / remove

Add data and basic tools

1) Click add data and add
desktop/spatial22/basemap/  
(add all shapefiles)

Tool bar (Customize / 
Toolbars / Tool bar)

zoom

“where is my map!!?”

Select features 
and clear selection

Find text or X/Y

“what is this?”

Measure (in map units)

‘Connect to folder’ 
(if the data floder is not
in the ‘look in’ window)

Add data 
in ArcPRO

Add
vector
data in 
QGIS

Points 

Lines

Polygons

Surfaces

Vector

Raster

Spatial data
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Geodata spatial resolution (vs. Scale / Extent)

Typologies of geodata Vector data files

Table

Coordinate system

Spatial index

Spatial index

Geometry

Index of geometry

Layer file

Coordinate sytems and projections
Coordinate system of 
the dataframe/map

Coordinate system of each shapefile

To change the shapefile’s coord. 
system: set the coord. system of the 
dataframe and, in ArcGIS, right click 
on the layer/Data/Export data, in QGis, 
‘save vector as’, saving with ‘the same
coordinate system as the dataframe’

How to represent a spheroid on a bi-dimensional surface
minimizing distortions in terms of:

Coordinate sytems and projections

- Geographic (DMS) vs. Projected coordinate systems (Meters)
- Best case: coordinate system of the output map = coordinate 
system of the dataframe = coordinate system of each layer

I. shapes (conform
projections) 

II. extent (equivalent
projections) 

III. distance
(equidistant
projections)

IV. angles/routes
(isogonic projections) Mercator projection
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Universal 
Transverse 
Mercator

(UTM)

60 fuses (eg. most of Italy: 
WGS84_UTMzone_32n
EPSG: 32632) 

Projected coordinate system, 
cylindrical, equidistant, conform: 
topographic maps, big scales (= 
small areas), spatial analysis 
(distances)

World 
Geodetic 
System 
1984

(WGS84

EPSG:4326)

World Geodetic System, cartographic standard since
1960, used in cartography, geodesy, and satellite navigation
(GPS). Last version: 1984, established and maintained by 
the US National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, based on a 

standard reference ellipsoid model

Set the coordinate system

- To set the dataframe (map) coordinate system: layers / 
properties / coordinate system -> change the coordinate: right click 
on ‘layers’ / dataframe properties / ‘geographic coordinate systems’ / 
World / WGS 1984

- To change the 
coordinate system
of 
layers/shapefiles: 
right click on the 
layer / data / export 
data / same
coordinate 
system as the 
data frame

Sources and 
specificities of 

secondary
geodata
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Geodata sources: openstreetmap Openstreetmap

2005

Openstreetmap

Today

Openstreetmap layers: roads
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“European bicycle path density” ? Openstreetmap layers: buildings

Openstreetmap layers Land use
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Corine
land
cover 
levels

e.g. Copernicus (https://land.copernicus.eu/)

Geodata layers: administrative (subnational) units Administrative partitions: Italy

..and 
variations
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And non-
administrative

polygonial
spatial data units

(regions..): e.g. 
TRAVEL-TO-

WORK AREAS

Italian ‘Sistemi 
locali del lavoro’, 
Lazio Region (Istat)

Administrative partitions pros and cons: homogeneity/ 
uniformity (extent/attributes), irregularity/compactness
(shape), ..arbitrarity

Eurostat / 
OECD

Number of proposals
for the delimitation of 
the metropolitan area 

of Rome (Celata-
Martellozzo, 2014)

The modifiable area unit 
problem (MAUP) 

Eg. Gerrymandering..

Eg. 
Concentration

Eg. sociospatial segregation The modifiable area unit problem (MAUP): any 
geographical discontinuity is artificial, (more or the less) 
arbitrary, modifiable, and influences results and explanations

-“Scale problem”, f(Spatial resolution). E.g. statistical 
relations are stronger the lower the spatial resolution, because 
variance is lower = the more we aggregate data, the stronger 
they correlate. The higher the spatial resolution, the more the 
variance, the probability of errors (which are not independent: 
eg. population is attributed to the neighbor), and of outliers.

-“Zoning problem”, f(Geodata geometry), for any given 
number of zones, results are influenced by their shape.

Ecological fallacy: the results of aggregate analysis cannot
be attributed to each individual/to higher scales (the rate of 
suicides is higher where more catholics live = catholics are 
more keen to suicide?) 

Geodata quality/accuracy (depends on spatial resolution), 
completeness/exhaustiveness.
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Sub-municipal areas: ‘neighbourhoods’

Roma: zone urbanistiche

‘Circoscrizioni’; ‘Municipi’, ‘zone toponomastiche’ (Roma); ‘Quartieri’ (Venezia, 
Siracusa); ‘Zone decentramento’, ‘Nuclei identità locale’ (Milano) 

Istat, ‘aree sub-comunali’ 
(www.istat.it/it/archivio/104317)

Sub-municipal areas: postal codes/areas

Roma (per-capita income
variation, 2019-2020) London

Sub-municipal areas

Zone OMI (real estate values)

Eg. increasing
polarization in 

97 over 112 
Italian cities
2008-2015 

(Antoniucci-
Marella 2018)

Census tracks
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Grid data Grid data

Eg. AgCOM

Broadband
map

Grid data Grid dataGrid data

eg. JRC D4I Dataset
(100x100 mt)

Facebook… (30x30 mt)
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Open (geo)data Open 
(geo)data

Eg. road accidents

Eg. beach 
concessions fees

Big (Geo)Data

Sources

Big (Geo)Data Public archives
E.g. accommodation facilities
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Big (Geo)Data Crowdsourced repositories
Eg. ‘locals and tourists’ (E. Fischer) 

Big (Geo)Data Social Media

Big (Geo)Data Web scraping (eg. Airbnb) Big (Geo)Data

Sources

…applications
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Etc. etc. etc. etc. 

ESRI ‘basemap’ (background)

ArcGIS
10

ESRI ‘basemap’ (background)

ArcGIS PRO
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Qgis basemaps Open ArcGIS / ArcMap

Lab: Italian gridded population density map

1. On the web, go to: https://www.istat.it/it/archivio/155162
(STATISTICHE SULLA POPOLAZIONE PER GRIGLIA REGOLARE)

2. Download the ‘file geografico’:

Lab: Italian gridded population density map
3. In the ‘downloads’ folder, unzip the file. 

4. Add the shapefile to Arcmap

5. In Arcmap, right click on the layer and click on ‘Properties’

6. In the ‘symbology’ menu, set ‘quantities’, ‘graduated colors’. Set 
the ‘Value’ = Pop, and ‘Normalization’ = Shape_area

[ Right click on 
the color ramp, 
‘properties for 

all symbols’, 
and make the 

outline invisible
(‘outline color’ 
= ‘no color’ ]
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Lab: Italian gridded population density map
7. In the ‘Classify’ menu, set ‘Sampling’, ‘Maximum sampling size’, to 
310,000

8. In the ‘Classify’ menu, number of ‘Classes’, classes’ ranges (‘Break 
values’)

9. Overlay the 
regional partition by 
adding the shapefile
of Italian regions in 
Desktop/ 
Spatial22/Basemap

10. Check the results
on the map, and 
change the it as you
like


